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Abstract
This paper argues that traditional threshold-based approaches to the analysis of 
pauses in writing fail to capture the complexity of the cognitive processes involved 
in text production. It proposes that, to capture these processes, pause analysis should 
focus on the transition times between linearly produced units of text. Following a 
review of some of the problematic features of traditional pause analysis, the paper is 
divided into two sections. These are designed to demonstrate: (i) how to isolate rele-
vant transitions within a text and calculate their durations; and (ii) the use of mixture 
modelling to identify structure within the distributions of pauses at different loca-
tions. The paper uses a set of keystroke logs collected from 32 university students 
writing argumentative texts about current affairs topics to demonstrate these meth-
ods. In the first section, it defines how pauses are calculated using a reproducible 
framework, explains the distinction between linear and non-linear text transitions, 
and explains how relevant sections of text are identified. It provides Excel scripts 
for automatically identifying relevant pauses and calculating their duration. The 
second section applies mixture modelling to linear transitions at sentence, sub sen-
tence, between-word and within-word boundaries for each participant. It concludes 
that these transitions cannot be characterised by a single distribution of “cognitive” 
pauses. It proposes, further, that transitions between words should be characterised 
by a three-component distribution reflecting lexical, supra-lexical and reflective 
processes, while transitions at other text locations can be modelled by two-compo-
nent distributions distinguishing between fluent and less fluent or more reflective 
processing. The paper concludes by recommending that, rather than imposing fixed 
thresholds to distinguish processes, researchers should instead impose a common set 
of theoretically informed distributions on the data and estimate how the parameters 
of these distributions vary for different individuals and under different conditions.
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Introduction

The immediate attraction of keystroke logging is that it provides a moment-by-
moment record of the writer’s output as it is produced. It provides us with a record, 
not just of how often a writer pauses for thought, but also how those pauses are 
distributed during the course of writing. The analysis of pauses to try to make 
inferences about the processes involved in writing has consistently been used as a 
method in writing research from its early days (e.g. Chanquoy et al., 1990; Matsu-
hashi, 1981; Schilperoord, 2001). Some of the relatively well established findings 
from such research include: (i) a relationship between fluency and writing quality 
(Alves & Limpo, 2015; Alves et  al., 2008; Chenoweth & Hayes, 2001; Connelly 
et al., 2006; Medimorec & Risko, 2016; Medimorec et al., 2017; Olive et al., 2009); 
(ii) a relationship between the frequency and duration of pauses and units of the 
text—typically pauses are more frequent and longer at more global text bounda-
ries, increasing as one moves up from within-word boundaries, through bounda-
ries between words and sentences to paragraph boundaries (Alamargot et al., 2007; 
Baaijen et al., 2012; Medimorec & Risko, 2017; Spelman Miller, 2000; Wengelin 
et al, 2009); and (iii) a relationship between the complexity of the writing task and 
the frequency and duration of pauses (Beauvais et al., 2011; Medimorec & Risko, 
2017; Van Hell et al., 2008). An important qualification here is that these relation-
ships—particularly those between fluency and writing quality—may be strongly 
moderated by the age and experience of the writers. This is analogous to the way 
that the relationship between decoding skill and reading performance varies with 
age: typically, reading comprehension is strongly determined by decoding skill in 
the early years, but this relationship declines and is replaced by higher level infer-
ential skills as readers develop (Cain, 2010). It remains an open question how flu-
ency—and pausing more generally—relates to writing performance when writing 
goes beyond knowledge-telling (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1986) and involves more 
complex problem-solving within and across a number of drafts.

Research in this field has been dominated by a focus on “cognitive” pauses 
– pauses above a certain threshold which are assumed to represent higher-level 
reflective thought—and their relationship with relatively undifferentiated features of 
the text as a whole. Schilperoord (2001) has questioned whether such an approach 
can be used to investigate the underlying cognitive processes involved:

if the writing process that one wants to study is characterized by intensive 
problem-solving and massive editing on the part of the writer, with actual 
language production being but one aspect of these processes, it [may] prove 
impossible to relate pause data to ongoing processes (Schilperoord, 2001, p. 
67).

We have characterised this as a problem of alignment (Baaijen et al., 2012; Gal-
braith & Baaijen, 2019). In this paper, after discussing some of the theoretical and 
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methodological issues in addressing this problem, we focus on two specific areas. 
First, we describe the procedures we use to align calculations of pause durations 
more directly with underlying cognitive processes. We focus particularly on the 
need to construct reproducible and transparent measures of pause durations, and 
provide the Microsoft Excel scripts that we used to do this. Second, we demonstrate 
how mixture modelling (McLachlan & Peel, 2000) can be used to identify structure 
within the distributions of pause times at different text boundaries and evaluate the 
extent to which such models provide a better fit to the data at these locations.

Contrasting approaches to pause analysis: from the thinking behind the text 
to text production

The overwhelming emphasis on the analysis of cognitive pauses in research on writ-
ing is partly a consequence of the theoretical assumptions made by the classic cogni-
tive models of the writing process (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987; Flower & Hayes, 
1980; Hayes, 2012). These models focus on the reflective processes carried out dur-
ing planning and revision and tend to assume that text production is a relatively pas-
sive process responsible for translating the output of higher-level conceptual pro-
cesses into words. A natural implication is that one should focus on identifying such 
instances of reflective thought and assess how these vary depending on character-
istics of the writer (their age, for example), of different text boundaries (between 
sentences or within words, for example) and different writing tasks (argumentative 
or narrative, for example). One of the virtues of this approach is that there is no need 
to examine every transition between keys. One can simply identify whether the tran-
sition time between two keystrokes exceeds a defined threshold and classify these 
as instances of pauses during writing. One can then examine how these reflective 
events are distributed within the text or use retrospective verbal protocols to analyse 
the contents of these episodes.

There are three main difficulties with this approach. First, pauses are largely 
defined in terms of keystrokes rather than by their underlying cognitive or linguis-
tic function. For example, Inputlog (Leijten & Van Waes, 2013) classifies all the 
transitions related to full stops (before < FULL STOP > , after < FULL STOP > , 
and after < SPACE > key) as between sentence transitions. Frequently, it is unclear 
whether researchers aggregate these into an overall pause time or treat these as inde-
pendent instances of potential pauses (Baaijen et al., 2012). This clearly affects the 
number of pauses identified in a log. Second, there is no agreed threshold for decid-
ing between cognitive and non-cognitive pauses (Baaijen et al., 2012; Chenu et al., 
2014). What is more, this arguably may vary for different writers. Typically, a con-
servative approach is taken, and a relatively high threshold is used—for example 
two seconds—and it is assumed that, although any individual pause might simply 
reflect a momentary distraction or other off-task thought, these pauses, as a class, 
reflect higher level reflective thought (Leijten & Van Waes, 2013). Third, by defini-
tion, the use of a threshold means that below-threshold processes are ignored, and 
hence that as a method this cannot provide much information about the more tran-
sient processes involved in formulating thought in language (Baaijen et  al., 2012; 
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Chenu et al., 2014). In itself, this is not necessarily an issue, particularly if this is 
regarded as a relatively autonomous but passive component of the writing process. 
However, it is much more problematic when text production is treated as a more 
active process of content generation and the distinction between higher level thought 
and the formulation of thought in language is less distinct.

The dual-process model (Galbraith, 2009; Galbraith & Baaijen, 2018) claims that 
there are two distinctively different types of processes involved in writing. The first 
type corresponds to the reflective thought emphasized by the classic cognitive mod-
els of writing, and varies between a knowledge-telling process, in which content is 
retrieved directly from episodic memory in accordance with its associative struc-
ture, and a knowledge-transforming process, in which content retrieval is guided by, 
and evaluated and reorganised in order to satisfy, communicative goals. The sec-
ond type corresponds to the translation component of classical models, but the dual-
process model characterises this as an active knowledge-constituting process in its 
own right, in which content is synthesized according to constraints within semantic 
memory, rather than as a passive process of translating knowledge retrieved from 
episodic memory. For present purposes, the key feature of the model is that text 
production is assumed to vary in the processes it involves, and in the effects that 
it has, depending on how it interfaces with higher level planning processes. This 
calls into question whether the underlying processes will be reflected in measures 
based simply on cognitive pauses above a certain threshold and highlights that pause 
durations may have very different interpretations depending on the writing context 
within which they occur.

To briefly illustrate this, consider some of the findings of a recent study by Baai-
jen and Galbraith (2018). This study was carried out with undergraduate students 
who were asked to write argumentative essays about a current affairs topic under 
either outline or synthetic planning conditions. In the outline planning condition, 
participants created hierarchically organised plans for their essays prior to writing. 
In the synthetic planning condition, participants were instructed to write down a sin-
gle sentence summing up their overall response to the essay topic. However, they 
were not allowed to write an explicit plan for their essays. The participants were 
asked to provide subjective ratings of their understanding of the topic before and 
after writing and the quality of the final texts was rated by two independent markers. 
Keystroke logs were collected during writing and two composite measures of writ-
ing processes were constructed: (i) Global linearity, which distinguished between 
the linear and non-linear production of text, and (ii) Sentence production, which 
distinguished between spontaneous and controlled sentence production, and which 
included, among other indicators, measures of the mean duration of linear transi-
tions between sentences and words. Crucially, for present purposes, these “pause” 
measures were defined in terms of whether they reflected linear transitions between 
units rather than whether they exceeded a threshold.

Two features of the findings are important in the present context. First, the relation-
ships between the sentence production variable and both text quality and the develop-
ment of understanding varied depending on the type of planning carried out in advance 
of writing. Spontaneous sentence production (short pauses between units of text pro-
duction and high revision levels at the leading edge) was associated with increased 
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understanding when it followed synthetic planning but not outline planning. Similarly, 
text quality was unrelated to the sentence production variable when it followed out-
line planning but positively related to controlled sentence production (longer pauses at 
grammatical boundaries and between words and short bursts of text production) when 
it followed synthetic planning. Note that these results were observed in combination 
with revision of the global structure of the text. The critical methodological implication 
of these findings is that, although the sentence production measure did show relation-
ships with both the development of understanding and the quality of the text, it only 
did so when the form of advance planning was manipulated. Under natural conditions, 
without this experimental manipulation, there would have been no apparent relation-
ship between the sentence production measure and either outcome measure. Second, 
to capture the variation in how participants produced their text, it was crucial to esti-
mate all the linear transitions between the units of text. If the authors had counted the 
number of pauses above a threshold (say 2 s), and then had only included these pauses 
within their analysis, there would have only been a categorical distinction between the 
presence or absence of “cognitive” pauses, rather than the more nuanced measure of 
controlled versus spontaneous sentence production.

The first point that we want to emphasize, therefore, is that in order to analyse key-
stroke logs productively, we need to go beyond simple measures of fluency or counting 
frequencies of threshold-determined cognitive pauses. We also need to employ these 
measures in theoretically motivated experimental designs—it is tempting with the large 
data sets made available from keystroke logging to imagine that one might simply rely 
on data mining to reveal, bottom-up, the underlying patterns in the process.

Constructing reproducible measures of pauses in text production

For present purposes, the main implication we draw from Baaijen and Galbraith’s 
(2018) findings is the value of assessing all the transitions between units of text rather 
than focussing only on “cognitive pauses” above a given threshold. Doing so, how-
ever, is not a straightforward matter, particularly if one is concerned with identifying 
the underlying cognitive processes involved (Baaijen et  al., 2012; Galbraith & Baai-
jen, 2019). We briefly summarize some of the main issues below. In addition, partly 
because of the detail required for full transparency and the problems of providing these 
details in length-limited articles, it is often unclear precisely how different keystroke 
measures have been operationalised. Given the growing awareness over the past decade 
or so of the need for transparency and reproducibility in research practices (Aarts et al., 
2015; Munafò et al., 2017) this is particularly problematic. In the interests of greater 
transparency, we provide scripts for all the analyses that we report.

Defining pauses

There is wide variation in the literature in the thresholds used to define pauses. Fur-
thermore, it is often hard to identify precisely how pauses have been measured. In 
handwriting, the pause duration between words is simply the time between the end 
of the final letter of a word and the beginning of the initial letter of the next word. 
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For keyboarding, however, the equivalent transition has two components: the time 
between the typing of the final letter and the space bar, and the time between the 
typing of the space bar and the initial letter of the next word. Baaijen et al. (2012) 
argued that these two intervals should be combined to form a single measure of the 
transition time between two words, on the grounds that this interval is more repre-
sentative of the underlying cognitive process than either of its two sub-components 
[see Conijn et al., (2019) for evidence that measures of such cognitively-informed 
intervals are more sensitive to task differences than neutral measures of the sepa-
rate interkey intervals which constitute the transition between words]. Similar 
issues arise with calculating pauses at sentence and paragraph boundaries. In both 
these cases, Baaijen et al. (2012) argue that a composite time should be calculated. 
It is worth noting here that, although this may be less of an explicit problem for 
approaches that search for cognitive pauses above a certain threshold, and then 
locate where these occur within the text, it nevertheless remains an issue. Research-
ers who identify transition times before and after the < SPACE > bar as separate 
instances will systematically underestimate the frequency of pauses compared to 
researchers who treat pauses between words as the sum of the two transition times, 
despite using identical thresholds. Typically, however, the procedures involved in 
calculating these measures are not clearly specified, and it is impossible to work out 
how pauses have been operationalised in the analysis. In the analyses that follow, we 
provide explicit definitions for each transition time along with Excel scripts for auto-
matically calculating their duration.

The context within which pauses occur: linear and event transitions

Baaijen et al. (2012) argued further that, in order to gain more accurate estimates 
of the characteristics of text production and how these vary between individuals, 
one needed to distinguish full text production carried out at the leading edge of the 
text from other forms—such as text produced as part of revision, inserted as part of 
explicit planning or as an overall title for the text. Thus, rather than taking an undif-
ferentiated keystroke log and simply identifying the pauses above a certain thresh-
old, one should first differentiate between forward text production and other forms. 
This depends to a certain extent on the purposes of the research, and we should 
stress that this is not a judgement about the relative importance of the different com-
ponents of the writing process: a lengthy pause during revision may be an important 
indicator of a writer’s processing. The point is that such pauses are not an indicator 
of the sentence production process, and hence should not be included as an indica-
tor of that component of the writing process, though other indicators of revision are 
included in the composite scale used by Baaijen and Galbraith (2018).

Given an initial sorting of the keystroke log into different functional elements, 
the key distinction that Baaijen et  al. (2012) made was between linear and event 
transitions. Linear transitions occur when the movement between two units is unin-
terrupted. Note that, for them, the < SPACE > bar would not constitute an interrup-
tion; indeed, they also excluded some other low level mechanical elements. Event 
transitions, by contrast, occur whenever the transition between units is interrupted 
by some other activity (e.g., a revision or movement away from the leading edge to 
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insert new text). This distinction serves two functions. First, it provides a measure 
in its own right. Important elements of the global linearity measure used by Baaijen 
and Galbraith (2018) consisted of the percentage of linear transitions between units 
of text (and note that, in their study, global non-linearity—i.e. a higher proportion of 
events among other indicators—was associated with higher text quality and greater 
development of the writer’s subjective understanding). Second, it isolates the transi-
tions over which estimates of pause time are calculated. Baaijen et al. (2012) argued 
that, although individual instances of such pauses might be a consequence of a mis-
cellany of processes, when aggregated across a text, they provided indicators of the 
planning time typically devoted to different components of the writing process. In 
common with many other researchers, they found that these systematically varied in 
duration depending on the units between which they occurred (between paragraphs, 
sub-sentences, sentences, words, and within words).

Emergent structure within pause distributions: mixture modelling

The factors that we have considered so far involve top-down decisions about pause 
analysis. Baaijen et al. (2012) also suggested that mixture modelling (McLachlan & 
Peel, 2000) could be used as a strategy to explore the distribution of linear pauses 
at different locations within a keystroke log (see Chenu et al., 2014; Hird & Kirsner, 
2010; Kirsner, Dunn & Hird, 2005; Little et  al., 2013, for similar applications to 
the analysis of pauses in handwriting and in speech). Mixture modelling is essen-
tially a form of cluster analysis. Using a bottom-up, data-driven approach, mix-
ture modelling allows the researcher to evaluate how many sub-components can be 
distinguished within a distribution. These components can all be the same type of 
distribution, or they can vary. A top-down approach to mixture modelling can also 
be used, in which the researcher constrains the number of components within the 
model to test whether the data fits that number of theorised distributions appropri-
ately. Baaijen et al. (2012) found that, even after log-transformations of positively 
skewed pause data, there was evidence of distinctions between the types of pause at 
different locations within the text. For example, using mixture modelling, they found 
that linear pauses between words could be sorted into three components, which they 
hypothesised might represent three underlying processes: word retrieval, phrase 
planning and higher-level reflective processing. Furthermore, these distinctions were 
apparent at intervals well below the thresholds customarily used in pause analyses.

More recent research using mixture modelling (Almond, Deane, Quinlan, Wag-
ner, & Sydorenko, 2012; Guo et  al., 2018; Roeser et  al., 2021; Van Waes et  al., 
2021) has varied in whether it analyses pauses at different boundaries separately, 
or aggregated across the whole text, but has typically modelled these as mixtures 
of two log-normal distributions. Almond et  al. (2012) suggest that shorter pauses 
may reflect the mechanics of typing, whilst longer pauses capture deeper processes 
such as spelling, word choice and critical thinking. Guo et al. (2018) suggest that 
most keystroke pauses represent processes relating to the fluency of word-finding, 
spelling and keyboard skills, but that longer pauses, particularly at the between-
word, -sentence, and -paragraph level might represent more complex processes such 
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as sentence-level planning. Research by Van Waes et  al. (2021) and Roeser et  al. 
(2021), using copy tasks and focussing more specifically on typing skill, has pre-
sented robust evidence that inter-key intervals in such tasks can be treated as a mix-
ture of two distributions representing fluencies and disfluencies.

In this paper, we will use mixture modelling to examine the presence of such 
distributions at different text locations in a new sample of keystroke logs of free text 
production and explicitly test whether these provide a better fit to the data than sin-
gle lognormal distributions. Given Baaijen et al.’s (2012) finding that linear transi-
tions between words can be modelled as a mixture of three lognormal distributions, 
we will also compare the relative goodness of fit of two- and three-component distri-
butions at these text locations.

Aims

Our overall aim in this paper is to describe the procedures we used to identify and 
analyse pauses extracted from keystroke logs. We focus specifically on the analysis 
of pauses related to the text production component of writing. In doing so, we fol-
low the same rationale as Baaijen et al. (2012) and Baaijen and Galbraith (2018) but 
focus exclusively on pauses rather than on the broader scale which they constructed 
to quantify variation in text production processes. Furthermore, we focus on discuss-
ing the issues that arise in analysing pauses for this purpose rather than on present-
ing the results of inferential tests of hypotheses.

Our first aim is to introduce a framework for defining and calculating pause times 
that reflect text production processes rather than other components of the writing 
process. In order to promote reproducibility and transparency for these procedures, 
we provide scripts for the automated calculation of these pause times, and evaluate 
the extent to which such automatic processes need to be complemented by manual 
identification of intervals.

Second, we demonstrate how these pause durations can be isolated by (i) sepa-
rating first-draft text-production from other types of text production (titles, explicit 
planning and post-draft revision) and (ii) distinguishing between linear and non-lin-
ear intervals between units of text.

Finally, having established how these pauses can be identified we demonstrate 
how Gaussian mixture models can be used to identify further distinctions between 
pauses. We examine, first, whether multicomponent models provide a better fit to 
the data than single distributions and, second, the possible interpretations that can 
be given to these distributions.

The data set

The data which we will use to illustrate these methods and procedures were col-
lected as part of a wider project investigating the effects of writing beliefs and 
planning strategies on writing outcomes. We collected keystroke data using Input-
log Version 8 (Leijten & Van Waes, 2013). The keystroke data were from a timed 
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essay-writing experiment, which 32 university students have so far completed (all 
under face-to-face conditions). The participants all had English as a first language 
and were asked to write an argumentative essay in 30 min discussing the pros and 
cons of either veganism or social media. They were randomly assigned to one of two 
conditions.

In the outline planning with complete drafting condition, participants were asked 
to type a well-organised essay with accurate spelling. Prior to writing their essay, 
they were given 5 min to create a handwritten organised essay outline which indi-
cated their opinion, main ideas and the order that they were to go in. They were 
allowed to refer to this plan while writing the essay.

In the synthetic condition, participants were asked to write a rough draft of an 
essay. Prior to writing, the participants were given 5  min to work out what they 
thought about the essay question and were instructed to sum this up in a hand-writ-
ten single sentence. Importantly, they were not allowed to make a structured writ-
ten plan to inform their essay writing. However, they were allowed to refer to their 
sentence as often as they liked throughout writing. Throughout the 30 min of writ-
ing, they were instructed to discuss the question with themselves, writing down their 
thoughts as they occurred spontaneously, then forming a conclusion. They were told 
not to worry about how well-formed their texts were, instead focusing directly on 
expressing their thoughts as they unfolded. Additionally, they were told not to worry 
about spelling.

This design replicated most features of the study by Baaijen and Galbraith (2018) 
with the important exception that in the previous study both planning groups were 
instructed to write well-formed texts, whereas in the present study the participants in 
the synthetic planning condition were instructed to write a rough draft.

A reproducible framework for calculating pause durations

Ideally, the calculation of pause durations would be completely automated. Typi-
cally, keystroke logging programs, such as Inputlog (Leijten & Van Waes, 2013) 
and Scriptlog (Andersson et al., 2006), provide a specification of each keystroke, the 
duration of a keypress and the duration of the intervals between each key press. We 
will focus on Inputlog here.

As our paper is demonstrational, rather than providing a full-scale analysis of 
our keystroke data, we focus on linear pauses at different pause boundaries (within-
words, between-words, between-subsentences, and between-sentences), and describe 
the steps that we took to conceptualise, identify, calculate, and analyse these types 
of linear pauses. However, the method we used to develop our framework can be 
applied to other writing process features as well.

To start with, we set out clear conceptual definitions for how we defined linear 
pauses. The purpose of these explicit definitions was to help make our methods of 
coding transparent and reproducible. Table 1 exhibits our conceptual definitions.

Whilst the definitions presented in Table 1 show the conceptual underpinnings 
of how we describe linear pauses, they do not explain how we calculated lin-
ear pauses. Thus, we also decided on a framework for calculating linear pause 
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durations based on the collective time of the pause between and after the pause 
marker. Table  2 gives an example of how we calculated the between-sentence 
pause times, but our complete linear pause calculation framework is available in 
our supplementary materials (https:// osf. io/ r53h2/).

To calculate the pause durations identified in Table 2, we created Inputlog gen-
eral analysis files for each individual participant’s keystroke log data. These files 
give information about the start and end time of key presses, the length of time 
a key is held down for (action time), and the empty time between key presses 
(pause time). Inputlog saves these files in xml format, which makes them easy to 
read into multiple different programs. We are aware that many writing researchers 
use Microsoft Excel to prepare and code their data, before analysing with other 
statistical software, and so to keep in line with this, we exported the xml files 
into Microsoft Excel. It is important to note here that Windows and Macintosh 
versions of Excel read xml data differently, which can result in a different layout 
of the data. We mention this because to calculate when linear pauses occurred in 
each participant’s data, and the length of their linear pause times, we scripted a 
series of VBA macros within Excel, based on the rules in our linear pause calcu-
lation framework. These macros work on data that is structured in a specific way. 
More information about the requirements for the macros and the scripts for the 
macros themselves can be found in our supplementary materials (https:// osf. io/ 
r53h2/).

Table 1  Our conceptual definitions of linear pauses

Keystroke feature Conceptual definition

Linear pause A clean, ‘pure’ transition between keystrokes. That is, there is only 
forward progression and no instances of revision, mouse movements, 
or insertion and edits away from the leading edge

Linear within-word pause The time between the letters pressed at the within-word level, when 
there are no instances of revision, mouse movements, or insertion and 
edits away from the leading edge

Linear between-word pause The time between the end of a word and the beginning of the next word 
when there are no instances of revision, mouse movements, or inser-
tion and edits away from the leading edge

Linear sub-sentence pause The time between the end of a word that is followed by a comma, and 
the start of the next word that is preceded by the same comma, when 
there are no instances of revision, mouse movements, or insertion and 
edits away from the leading edge

Linear between-sentence pause The time between the end of a sentence and the beginning of the next 
sentence, when there are no instances of revision, mouse movements, 
or insertion and edits away from the leading edge

Non-linear event A transition between keystrokes (at the within-word, between-word, 
sub-sentence, or between-sentence boundary) that is interrupted by a 
revision or movement to another location within the text

https://osf.io/r53h2/
https://osf.io/r53h2/
https://osf.io/r53h2/
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Table 2  A framework for the calculation of linear between sentence pause-times

The keystroke combinations are based on a QWERTY keyboard on a Windows computer
a  ‘character’ is a letter, number, quotation marks or an apostrophe
b  the combination key can fall anywhere between the full stop and first character of the next sentence. 
This applies to all given keystroke combinations

Keystroke feature Keystroke rule Calculation of pause time

Linear between-
sentence pause

4 KEYSTROKE COMBINATIONS
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < QUOTES > / < APOSTROPHE > 
 < FULL STOP > 
 < SPACE > 
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < APOSTROPHE > 
5 KEYSTROKE COMBINATIONS
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < QUOTES > / < APOSTROPHE > 
 < FULL STOP > 
 < SPACE > 
 < COMBINATION KEY > b
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < QUOTES > / < APOSTROPHE > 
OR
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < QUOTES > / < APOSTROPHE > 
 < FULL STOP > 
 < SPACE > 
 < SPACE > 
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < QUOTES > 
6 KEYSTROKE COMBINATIONS
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < QUOTES > / < APOSTROPHE > 
 < FULL STOP > 
 < SPACE > 
 < SPACE > 
 < COMBINATION KEY > 
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < QUOTES > / < APOSTROPHE > 
5 KEYSTROKE COMBINATION WHEN FIRST SENTENCE 

ENDS IN ? OR !
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < QUOTES > 
 < COMBINATION KEY > 
 < ? > OR < ! > 
 < SPACE > 
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < APOSTROPHE > 
6 KEYSTROKE COMBINATIONS (? OR !)
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < QUOTES > / < APOSTROPHE > 
 < COMBINATION KEY > 
 < ? > OR < ! > 
 < SPACE > 
 < COMBINATION KEY
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < QUOTES > / < APOSTROPHE > 
OR
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < QUOTES > / < APOSTROPHE > 
 < COMBINATION KEY > 
 < ? > OR < ! > 
 < SPACE > 
 < SPACE > 
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < QUOTES > 
7 KEYSTROKE COMBINATIONS (? OR !)
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < QUOTES > / < APOSTROPHE > 
 < COMBINATION KEY > 
 < ? > OR < ! > 
 < SPACE > 
 < SPACE > 
 < COMBINATION KEY > 
 < LETTER > / < NUMBER > / < QUOTES > / < APOSTROPHE > 

Difference between the 
start time of the last 
character a in the previ-
ous sentence and the 
start time of the first 
character in the new 
sentence
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Linear versus non‑linear transitions between units of text

After an initial run of our macros (which we describe in more detail later in this sec-
tion), we assessed the extent to which these accurately distinguished linear and non-
linear transitions between units of text. We illustrate this analysis for the sentence 
boundary. This distinction is key to constructing a valid measure of the pause dura-
tions which we have argued can be taken as indicators of planning during text pro-
duction and is also a key indicator of the global linearity measure used by Baaijen 
and Galbraith (2018). However, it is not a distinction that is made automatically by 
Inputlog. Inputlog classifies the combination of keystrokes surrounding a < FULL 
STOP > individually as between (before and after) sentence pauses but leaves it to 
the researcher to decide whether to sum this collection of pauses to reflect an overall 
transition time. Furthermore, it does not distinguish between linear and non-linear 
transitions: the transition time before the capital letter indicating a new sentence 
is classified as a before-sentence pause regardless of whether it directly follows 
the < SPACE > key or occurs following an extended excursion elsewhere in the text. 
This means that researchers who simply sum the duration of the transitions clas-
sified by Inputlog as before or after sentences will dramatically underestimate the 
average amount of time elapsing between the ending of one sentence and the begin-
ning of the next. Alternatively, researchers who, like us, calculate the transition time 
from the final letter of the previous sentence to the initial letter of the succeeding 
sentence will create an extremely amorphous indicator if they make no distinction 
between linear and non-linear transitions between sentences.

To demonstrate the importance of this distinction, we inspected the number of 
linear between-sentence pauses versus the number of non-linear sentence pauses. 
The number of linear pauses were identified via our macros, whereas the number 
of non-linear pauses were identified manually due to the large variety of ways they 
could be formed. This revealed that, in the synthetic condition, the mean percentage 
of linear sentence pauses out of all sentence pauses was 55.09% (SD = 18.64). In the 
outline condition, 55.43% (SD = 19.76) were linear out of all sentence pauses. In our 
view, it is essential to distinguish between linear and non-linear transitions between 
units of text, not just between sentences as we have demonstrated here, but also 
between other units of text. Doing so enables us both to calculate pause times which 
are more likely to reflect the underlying cognitive processes involved in formulating 
text and to create more global indicators of the linearity of the writing process.

It is important to stress here that non-linear boundaries are not just something to 
be filtered out in order to create purer measures of pause duration but also that they 
reflect multiple processes in their own right. For example, in our data, we found 
instances where writers moved away from the leading edge to insert new text, but 
also sometimes just moved away from the leading edge to scroll back through pre-
viously written text. Sometimes, a non-linear between-sentence event involved the 
writer staying at the leading edge and ending the sentence but then deleting the end 
of the sentence and replacing it with new content. Similarly, we saw participants 
who ended a sentence but then deleted their < FULL STOP > and replaced it with 
a < COMMA > . This brings into question whether a non-linear pause such as this 
should be described as sentence level or sub-sentence level.
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The necessity of combining automated coding of keystrokes with manual 
inspection

The benefit of using macros to identify linear pause locations and linear pause times 
is that the analysis is automated, which makes the overall analytical process stand-
ardised and fast. Additionally, the code can be made openly available so that other 
researchers can implement the same analysis or edit the code to perform a different 
variation of the analysis. The development of our macros was an iterative process. 
We developed code and tested the code on our participants’ keystroke logs based on 
our linear pause calculation framework. We then manually checked all participants’ 
data to ensure that the macros were correctly identifying pauses as we defined them. 
This screening enabled us to identify potential linear pauses that we had not identi-
fied in the first version of our calculation framework and its associated macros. It 
also enabled us to identify cases which were accurately excluded but which called 
into question our definition of the boundary between linear and non-linear transi-
tions. We present examples of each below.

An example of a linear between-sentence pause that was only identified after 
manual screening of the data is shown in Fig. 1.

The participant shown in Fig. 1 has come to the end of a sentence and linearly 
progresses straight onto the next sentence. However, rather than using the stand-
ard < FULL STOP > , < SPACE > , < LSHIFT > , < LETTER > sequence, they have 
pressed the < LSHIFT > key directly after the < FULL STOP > . This would have not 
been identified as a linear between-sentence pause within our original macros and, 
interestingly, was not picked up as a sentence transition by Inputlog either, but rather 
as a word-level transition. This happened for multiple other participants. Thus, if we 
had relied on our original macros or the automated pause output from Inputlog, we 
would have not included several linear between-sentence pause cases in our further 
analysis, which could have affected our mixture-model results.

Manually screening the keystroke data allowed us to identify cases such as 
the one described here. Based on these identifications, we were then able to 
improve the macros from their original state. Ultimately, the development of 
these macros (which is still an ongoing process) meant that we could automate 
some of our analysis and pick up features not identified in the Inputlog output. 
However, macros cannot be relied on exclusively to analyse pause data. Macros 
and scripts in any programming language are rule based so identification of key-
stroke features via rule-based scripts alone necessarily means that only features 
conforming to those rules are identified. However, there are complicated key-
stroke combinations which conceptually meet the definition of a writing feature, 
such as a linear pause, but for which it is hard to write a general script. There are 
also boundary cases where individual decisions must be made. An example of 
this found in our keystroke data follows.

For Participant 15 in the outline condition, we observed 32 sentence transi-
tions. However, only two of them were linear between-sentence pauses (as cal-
culated by our macros). Further manual inspection of their data revealed that 
in most cases where the participant was ending a sentence, they were press-
ing the < SPACE > key, followed by the < BACKSPACE > key before pressing 
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the < FULL STOP > key. Due to the short duration of these key presses, it was 
apparent that the < SPACE > and < BACKSPACE > were being pressed out of 
habit, and so rather than reflecting a conscious revision, we concluded that 
these were just automatic key presses, reflecting the typing motor-skills of the 
participant.

This led to a discussion about whether to change our conceptual definition of 
a linear between-sentence pause to include minor revisions (as in Baaijen & Gal-
braith, 2018; Baaijen et al, 2012). For this paper, we decided against this because 
we would have had to identify cut-off points for the number of backspaces that 
could be included within a linear-between sentence pause (and indeed any other 
linear pause type), and the duration of these key presses. We decided to post-
pone this until we had examined a larger data set. It may, in general, be a deci-
sion best left to individual researchers in specific contexts.

We think that the provision of comprehensive open-source, adaptable scripts 
for the coding of keystroke data would provide an important and useful tool for 
writing researchers, both in terms of speed and reproducibility. We note also 
that, although our scripts go some way to doing this, they are a work-in-pro-
gress and do not provide comprehensive coding for keystroke data. In particular, 
they are restricted to the analysis of linear pauses, and do not attempt to analyse 
the wide range of other processes involved in writing. Additionally, our focus 
was to make sure that our code worked, rather than it being succinct. Thus, we 
expect that our macros can be substantially shortened to make them run more 
efficiently. If users wish to adapt our macros so that they are more concise, we 
welcome them to do so but ask that they make their code openly accessible, as 
we have, so other researchers may also use their scripts. Finally, if a writing 
researcher wishes to use automated scripts to code keystroke data, it is still espe-
cially important to manually screen their keystroke logs because the high level 
of typing variation between participants means that scripts will not necessarily 
pick up all features that they are designed to identify.

In Fig.  2, we show an example output from running our work-in-progress 
scripts on a participant’s keystroke log file using Windows Microsoft Excel 
2016.

Fig. 1  An example of a linear between-sentence pause that was not picked up in our original macros and 
was also not identified by Inputlog due to the non-standard order of keys pressed at this boundary
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Isolating first‑draft text production

After the final run of our macros on the keystroke log data, we set about isolating 
first draft text production from other types of text production. Firstly, we excluded 
titles, as, in line with Baaijen et al. (2012) and as explained in the introduction, we 
think they do not reflect the same underlying processes as general text production in 
essay writing. For the same reason, we also wanted to isolate any explicit pre-plan-
ning that the writer may have produced in their Inputlog word documents. In this 
dataset, there were no instances of explicit planning. We think that this is because 
the participants in the outline condition were told explicitly to plan on paper prior to 
writing their essays, and the synthetic group were told to write spontaneously, rather 
than in a pre-planned fashion.

Finally, we separated the text produced in an initial draft, versus the text produced 
in any post-draft revision. We define post-draft revision as text that is produced after 
the writer starts to close their essay. Closing of an essay is made apparent through 
contextual factors, such as the participant writing ‘to conclude’, or ‘finally’. Impor-
tantly, post-draft revisions are often made using a “top-to-bottom” strategy. That is, 
the writer moves away from the leading edge and then starts to make edits to or 
insertions in their essay, roughly from the beginning of their text, and then working 
systematically towards the end of their text.

Of course, post-draft revision classification relies on an element of subjectivity. 
For example, the contextual clues one uses to identify when a writer is drawing their 
first essay draft to a close will vary dependent on the writer. In addition, the extent 
to which writers make post draft edits will differ. After participants have ended their 
first draft, they may start to make their post-draft, top-to-bottom edits from the first 
line of their text product, or they may start making their edits further into the text 
product. To overcome issues that may have risen due to the subjective nature of the 
post-draft revision classification, our research team worked collaboratively in decid-
ing which participants had post draft revisions present in their keystroke logs, so that 
we could discuss any ambiguities that may have led to differences in our categorisa-
tions. Additionally, using the Inputlog 8 playback feature to watch the writer produc-
ing text in real time helped to clarify whether the participant had instances of post-
draft revision or not, because cases where the writer moved away from the leading 
edge to start making top-to-bottom edits and insertions could clearly be seen.

In our data, approximately 50% of participants in both conditions made post-draft 
revisions. This meant that if we had analysed the linear pause data in the keystroke 
logs without isolating the first-draft text production, our results would have aggre-
gated linear pauses across several types of text production which reflect different 
types of writing processes.

After applying all of the methods outlined within this section, we had isolated 
‘pure’, first-draft, linearly produced text from other types of text production. We 
had also identified linearly produced within-word, between-word, subsentence and 
between-sentence pauses within the isolated text, based on our conceptual and cal-
culation pause frameworks. All further analyses described in this paper were con-
ducted on these final isolated keystroke files, which we converted from xlsm to csv 
format for analysis in R.
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Single Gaussian distribution models versus multi‑component Gaussian 
distribution models

In what follows, we construct Gaussian mixture models (GMM) using the expecta-
tion–maximization algorithm (EM; McLachlan & Peel, 2000) to investigate whether 
the linear pause data have an underlying structure that is better represented by 
multiple Gaussian distributions rather than single Gaussian distributions. The EM 
algorithm provides maximum likelihood estimation for data that have an underly-
ing latent variable structure (Do & Batzoglou, 2008). The EM algorithm first esti-
mates a latent variable for each of the values within the dataset (e.g., for each linear 
between-sentence pause time in a single participant). The algorithm then optimises 
the parameters for those underlying variables in the form of a Gaussian distribution. 
The process is iterated until an appropriate set of latent values that fits the data is 
achieved, alongside maximum likelihood. This process is explained in greater detail 
in Little et al. (2013) and Martinez and Martinez (2002, p.296). We used the R pack-
age Mclust version 5.4.7 (Fraley et al., 2020) to do this, and provide the scripts for 
the analysis in our supplementary materials (https:// osf. io/ r53h2/).

We present this analysis in three parts: (i) We describe the initial steps involved 
in preparing the data and illustrate the need for mixture modelling, using the dis-
tribution of between-word pauses as an example; (ii) We then describe the process 
of evaluating the relative fit of a series of mixture models to the data; (iii) Hav-
ing established the set of distributions to represent the data at each pause loca-
tion, we present estimates of the parameters of these distributions and their mixing 
proportions.

Fig. 2  An example of the macro outputs on a participant’s Inputlog general analysis file, where 
LWW = Linear within-word pause, LBW = linear between-word pause, LBS = linear between sentence 
pause, and TRANSITION identifies cells involved in the calculation of the pause time. The highlighted 
numbers are the calculated pause times in milliseconds

https://osf.io/r53h2/
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Initial preparation of the data and the need for mixture modelling

To illustrate this analysis, we focus on the between-word pause durations. Given that 
all these distributions were extremely positively skewed, we first carried out natural 
log transformations. Figures 3 and 4 show the distributions of these log-transformed 
pause durations for each participant in the outline (Fig.  3) and synthetic (Fig.  4) 
planning conditions.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate two important features. First, although log transforma-
tions did reduce skew, they did not eliminate it for any of the participants. In some 
cases (e.g. S017, third along on the top row of Fig. 3), one might characterise this 
simply as a skewed distribution. However, in the majority of cases (e.g. S008, on the 
left of the bottom row in Fig. 3), the distributions are clearly multi-modal and appear 
similar to the three-component distribution of linear between-word pause durations 
described by Baaijen et al. (2012). Visual inspection of pause durations at the other 
text boundaries also suggested a multi-modal pattern.

Second, there are some clear outliers representing extremely short pauses 
between words, For example, participant S045, whose between-word pause dura-
tions are plotted at the bottom right of Fig. 3, showed a pause duration of 29 ms 
 (logn3.38) for one between word transition. Similarly, participant O037, at the right 
hand end of row 3 in Fig. 4, showed two extremely short between-word transitions 
of 30 and 40 ms. Inspection of these cases showed that these reflected presumably 
accidental space-bar presses in the middle of a word. Given that these did not reflect 
genuine transitions between words, they were excluded from further analysis. There 
were similar, though more frequent, outliers for the within-word transitions—transi-
tion times of 1, 8 and 10 ms for example—which reflected accidental “joint” key 
presses. In principle, these could be identified manually. However, given the rela-
tively high frequency of such errors for within-word transitions, it is more practica-
ble to use a threshold to exclude such very brief transitions from analysis. Van Waes 
et al. (2021), for example, used a threshold of 30 ms in their study of typing skills. 
For present purposes, we used a common threshold of 50  ms, applied at all text 
locations, to exclude such accidental transitions from the analysis. Inspection of the 
between-word transitions in our sample showed that all those, relatively rare, transi-
tions below this threshold reflected accidental presses of the space bar within words.

Evaluating the relative fit of mixture models

To test explicitly whether adding mixture components truly provided a better fit than 
a single Gaussian distribution model, we formally evaluated the relative goodness 
of fit of single Gaussian distributions compared to the two- and three-component 
GMMs suggested by previous research (for each participant’s data at each of the 
pause locations). Hence, we used the EM algorithm to fit multiple GMMs to each 
participant’s log-transformed linear pause data at each of the text boundaries for all 
transitions above 50 ms. The decision to fit a maximum of three Gaussian distribu-
tions to each participants’ data was based on the research that we reviewed earlier 
(Almond et al., 2012; Baaijen et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2018; Roeser et al., 2021; Van 
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Waes et al., 2021). To compare the fit of the models, we used the Bayesian Infor-
mation Criterion (BIC), where a lower value indicates a better fitting model. The 
advantage of using BIC compared to other goodness-of-fit criteria is that it reduces 
the likelihood of overfit. The more parameters, the more BIC penalises the model. 
Hence, BIC usually favours the most parsimonious model (Berchtold, 2010).

Table 3 shows the percentage of participants in each condition whose data were 
best fit by a given number of components. Thus, the first line of Table 3 shows that, 
for the within-word boundary, a 1-component model did not provide the best fit for 
any of the participants. By contrast, a 2-component model fitted the within-word 
data best for 75% of the participants in both the synthetic condition and the outline 
condition (12 participants in each condition). The third row shows that a 3-compo-
nent model fitted the date best for 25% of participants in both the synthetic and out-
line conditions (4 participants in each case).

The first important finding of this analysis was that, as can be seen in Table 3, 
a single distribution fitted the data best in an extremely small minority of cases. 
Indeed, at the within-word boundary, none of the participants’ data were best fitted 
by a single distribution. Even at the sentence boundary, where one might perhaps 
expect that linear transitions more uniformly reflected a single category of reflec-
tive thought or content planning, and even after the data had been log-transformed, 
approaching 70% of the participants in both planning conditions showed evidence 
of more than a single component. This is a strong indicator that the processes taking 
place at different text boundaries are heterogeneous and are not well captured by a 
single indicator of being “above threshold”. We turn now to consider the potential 
sources of the distributions at each text boundary, focussing first on a detailed con-
sideration of the between-word transitions.

The linear transitions between words showed that a three-component model fit-
ted best for the majority of participants (75%, 12 participants) within the synthetic 

Fig. 3  Histograms showing the  log-transformed  distributions of linear between-word pause times for 
each of the participants in the synthetic condition, where LogLBWTime = the natural log of the linear 
between word pause times for a given participant, “S” = synthetic condition and the “0XX” = the partici-
pant number
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planning condition and 69% (11 participants) within the outline planning condition. 
This replicates, and indeed provides stronger evidence for, Baaijen et  al.’s (2012) 
finding, which found that the distribution of linear between-word pauses was best 
fit by the 3-component distribution for 58% of their sample. Furthermore, several 
participants for whom 2-component mixtures were best-fitting showed very small 
differences (BIC differences < 5) between 2- and 3-component models. We decided 
therefore to impose the three-component distribution on the linear between-word 
transitions for all the participants. Inspection of the plots in Figs. 3 and 4 shows that 
many individuals have a characteristic pattern of a normal distribution on the left-
hand side, a long tail on the right-hand side, and a more or less well-defined normal 
distribution in between. What seems to vary is how well-defined the middle distri-
bution is. Imposing a common 3-component model enables the participants to be 
compared in terms of the mixing proportions of the three distributions and varying 
parameters of those distributions.

Baaijen et  al. (2012) suggested that the overall pattern represented a distinc-
tion between word retrieval processes (the left-hand distribution), phrase boundary 
planning (the middle distribution), and reflective thought (the long tail). We would 
modify that here to suggest a more general, and perhaps vaguer, characterisation of 
the middle distribution. We propose that the left-hand distribution represents varia-
tion in automatic lexical processes and reflects factors such as word frequency. The 
right-hand distribution represents more reflective thought, including the evaluation 
of content that is already written, and conceptually planning what to say next when 
revision is required. The middle distribution reflects sub-structural planning of units 
within the text, and variations in the presence of this distribution may be related to 
the duration of between-sentence pauses being more present following brief inter-
sentential pauses. Essentially, the proposal is that this distribution reflects supra-lex-
ical processes within sentence production but is not full formulation of novel content 

Fig. 4  Histograms showing the  log-transformed  distributions of linear between-word pause times for 
each of the participants in the outline condition, where LogLBWTime = the natural log of the linear 
between word pause times for a given participant, “O” = outline condition and the “0XX” = the partici-
pant number
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nor evaluation and revision of sentence content (see Roeser et al. (2019) for a dis-
cussion of some of the issues here).

For the within-word pauses, the 2-component model fitted the data for the major-
ity of cases in both conditions. This strongly supports previous research assuming 
2-component models (Almond et  al., 2012; Guo et  al., 2018; Roeser et  al., 2021; 
Van Waes et al., 2021) and suggests that this applies just as much to free text pro-
duction as it does to the copy tasks used by Roeser et al. (2021) and Van Waes et al. 
(2021). Typically, these two distributions are assumed to reflect differences between 
fluent and non-fluent typing processes.

Finally, we want to make a few brief comments about the pauses between sub-
sentences and sentences. As Table  3 shows, the main point we would emphasize 
about these relatively longer pauses, many of which would be captured by thresh-
old-defined measures, is that, although some participants’ data would be best-fit 
by a single lognormal distribution, for both sub-sentence and sentence boundaries, 
most participants show best fits for 2- and 3-component distributions. This sug-
gests the possibility that they reflect a range of different processes. For example, a 

Table 3  The number of components for the best fitting models and the number/percentage of participants 
these models were assigned to in the synthetic and outline conditions (and the range of BIC values for 
these models)

NA* indicates where model fit could not be assessed accurately for certain participants because there 
were too few pause observations

Linear pause boundary Synthetic condition Outline condition
Best fitting number of components 
counts and percentages (BIC)

Best fitting number of compo-
nents counts and percentages 
(BIC)

Within-word 1–0 (0%) 1–0 (0%)
2–12 (75%) 2–12 (75%)
3–4 (25%) 3–4 (25%)
(1845.504 to 5426.658) (2043.966 to 4806.208)

Between-word 1–0 (0%) 1–0 (0%)
2–4 (25%) 2–5 (31%)
3–12 (75%) 3–11 (69%)
(593.8311 to 1899.715) (447.4839 to 1925.832)

Sub-sentence 1–2 (13%) 1–4 (25%)
2–10 (63%) 2–7 (44%)
3–1 (6%) 3–4 (25%)
NA–3 (19%) NA–1 (6%)
(0.992 to 64.975) (4.974 to 100.131)

Between-sentence 1–4 (25%) 1–4 (25%)
2–7 (44%) 2–8 (50%)
3–4 (25%) 3–2 (12.5%)
NA–1 (6%) NA–2 (12.5%)
(6.198 to 70.619) (2.949 to 85.096)
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2-component distribution for a between-sentence boundary might indicate a distinc-
tion between relatively linear linguistic planning of the proposed next sentence and 
more reflective thought about the next piece of content. The difficulty is that for the 
half-hour long texts we are considering here, there are a relatively small number 
of these boundaries, so it is questionable how meaningful mixture modelling is for 
these data. Nevertheless, for illustrative purposes, we will assume a 2-component 
model in the next section, where we estimate the parameters of these distributions 
and their mixing proportions.

The parameters of the assumed mixture components and their mixing 
proportions

The virtue of imposing the three-component distribution for the linear transitions 
between words and two-component distribution for the transitions at other loca-
tions is that it enables researchers to compare the properties of the distributions 
across participants and conditions. These include the proportion of pauses falling 
within each of the three distributions and the mean and standard deviation of each 
distribution.

Table 4 shows the mean duration of the transitions between units at different loca-
tions in the text for the participants. Thus, individuals typically paused for around 
270 ms ± 51 ms for linear transitions between words for the first component, which 
we argue reflects “normal” lexical retrieval processes. This is remarkably similar 
to the estimate of 270 ms found by Baaijen et al. (2012) for this component. Other 
comparisons with their findings are not possible because, in their illustrative analysis 
of their data they either didn’t report comparable estimates or fitted different mixture 
models at other text locations. Note, finally, that Baaijen et al. (2012) suggest that 
the “long tail” of pauses seen in their between-word data should not be treated as 
a normal distribution but rather as a miscellaneous set of reflective thoughts, and 
that the cut-off point should be defined as the right-hand boundary of the “middle 
distribution” (they suggested 3 standard deviations above the mean of the middle 
distribution as the cut-off point). They estimated this as around  logn 7.43 (1,686 ms). 
In the present sample, the equivalent threshold is 1426  ms (sd = 309  ms). These 
are well below the threshold of 2 s usually used to identify “cognitive” pauses. In 
effect, then, we recommend modelling between-word transitions as a mixture of two 
normal distributions and a count variable of “reflective thinking” estimated above 
a threshold varying for differ individuals. Comparisons with other findings are not 
possible because there has been no other research examining free text production 
which has modelled linear transitions between units in terms of mixture models.

The second important feature of the data is the mixing proportions of the differ-
ent components. It is noticeable that for these linear transitions, the overwhelming 
majority of within-word transitions (around 95%) are fluent. This would suggest that 
the participants were relatively skilled typists/keyboarders. But is it is important to 
remember that these data only reflect linear transitions: the other feature that we 
have not analysed here is percentage of non-linear transitions. At higher-level text 
locations, there is a much more even spread of the different component processes, 
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suggesting that they reflect meaningful distinctions between processes. Furthermore, 
the standard deviations for the mixing proportions indicate that there is substantial 
variation between individuals in the relative proportion of the different component 
processes.

Finally, a noticeable feature of these data is that there is relatively little difference 
between outline and synthetic planning conditions at lower levels of text production 
(within- and between- words) but more evidence of potential differences for higher 
levels of text production. Thus, at sub-sentence and sentence locations, transitions 
for equivalent components are typically longer for the synthetic condition than the 
outline condition. Similarly, the mixing proportions show some evidence of being 
different depending on type of advance planning, with higher proportions of rela-
tively fluent transitions in the outline planning condition than in the synthetic plan-
ning condition. We should stress that there is considerable individual variation and, 
with this relatively small sample, these modest effect sizes are not significantly dif-
ferent. Nevertheless, we do take this an indication that this form of analysis has the 
potential for revealing difference in writing processes under different conditions.

General discussion

Our overall aim in this paper has been to advocate the analysis of transition times 
between keystrokes rather than of “cognitive” pauses defined relative to a thresh-
old. We argue that this extends analysis beyond the higher-level reflective thought 
involved in writing and enables researchers to examine the less explicit processes 
involved in text production. However, this is not simply a matter of changing the 
unit of analysis. In order to isolate text production processes from the other com-
ponents of the writing process, pause analysis has to be restricted to the sections 
of the text produced as part of the forward progression of the text. The key dis-
tinction here is between linear transitions between units of text and event transi-
tions between units of text. In aggregate, we argue that linear transitions reflect 
the characteristic features, for a given text, of an individual’s text production pro-
cess. The scripts that we have provided are designed to provide transparent and 
reproducible procedures for identifying these linear transitions at different text 
boundaries and for calculating their duration.

The first observation that we want to make about this process is the necessity 
of complementing it with manual screening of the keystroke logs combined with 
visual inspection of playbacks. This is not just a matter of checking how com-
prehensive the search has been and modifying the scripts accordingly, as in the 
example we gave of a misidentified sentence transition (the atypical timing of 
the < LSHIFT > key press). It is fundamental to the identification of appropriate 
sections of text production and to the definition of that as text production. Three 
aspects of this are particularly important and are open to debate.

First, there is the question of which parts of the log count as “text production”. 
We think it is relatively uncontroversial to exclude titles and episodes of explicit 
planning or note making. However, it can be more problematic to decide on what 
counts as forward text production. If a writer returns to an earlier section of text 
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and inserts a brief phrase here and there within a paragraph, we would classify 
this as a non-linear event. However, if a writer returns to an earlier section of the 
text and inserts several paragraphs linearly, we would count these as linear tran-
sitions. The higher-level non-linearity would be reflected in a separate measure 
(e.g., global linearity as in Baaijen & Galbraith, 2018). There is clearly room for 
debate here and, indeed, scope for empirical research about whether parts of the 
text that differ in this way show different characteristics.

Second, there are always idiosyncratic cases, which can only be identified 
through manual checking. The example we gave of the writer who habitually 
pressed the < SPACE > key before deleting it and inserting a < FULL STOP > is 
a case in point. For the analyses in this paper, we left these, unaltered, as non-
linear transitions and did not include them in our estimates of linear pause dura-
tions. However, it is important to note that this is rather a conservative decision, 
and that it may have important consequences. Under this decision, this participant 
would score very low on a measure of linearity of sentence production; taking the 
opposite decision, would change this instantly into a very high score for linearity. 
To a certain extent, this may be compensated by the use of composite measures 
of global linearity, as in Baaijen and Galbraith’s (2018) study, which included six 
separate indicators. Indeed, a strong argument for using such composite meas-
ures is precisely that they are less sensitive to the vagaries of single indicators. 

Table 4  Mean duration (and SD) of pauses for each mixture component at different text locations within 
the different planning conditions, along with the mean proportion of pauses (and SD) falling within each 
mixture component

Text location Writing condition Mixture component Mean duration (sd) Mixing 
proportion 
(sd)

Within words Outline Component 1 139.38 (26.51) .95 (.05)
Component 2 462.58 (125.85) .05 (.05)

Synthetic Component 1 136.90 (25.16) .94 (.05)
Component 2 459.50 (154.66) .06 (.05)

Between words Outline Component 1 266.83 (52.00) .43 (.15)
Component 2 400.55 (99.87) .40 (.10)
Component 3 1294.83 (598.98) .17 (.08)

Synthetic Component 1 274.55 (50.26) .40 (.08)
Component 2 443.31 (113.71) .42 (.08)
Component 3 1259.00 (405.34) .17 (.09)

Sub sentences Outline Component 1 785.43 (382.27) .66 (.24)
Component 2 4614.83 (4254.92) .34 (.24)

Synthetic Component 1 864.32 (367.24) .60 (.20)
Component 2 4478.09 (7218.43) .40 (.20)

Sentences Outline Component 1 1175.52 (486.80) .69 (.20)
Component 2 5527.74 (3628.67) .31 (.20)

Synthetic Component 1 1558.16 (1087.45) .55 (.17)
Component 2 7756.81 (7927.44) .45 (.17)
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Nevertheless, such cases can have potentially large, but hidden, influences on 
analysis. Manual checking is necessary if these cases are to be identified.

Finally, it is important to exclude brief transition times between key presses, 
which, though apparently linear, and hence not identified by our scripts, nevertheless 
represent errors such as, for example, simultaneously pressing keys. In this paper, 
we have used a threshold of 50 ms to exclude such transition times from the analy-
sis. Inspection of these below-threshold pauses within our data showed that they all 
corresponded to such errors rather than genuine transitions. However, we did not 
carry out a systematic analysis of every transition above this threshold to verify the 
validity of this threshold, though this is, in principle, possible. Further research is 
needed to establish the optimum threshold here and whether this varies for different 
populations and in different contexts.

Overall, then, although we think that, in the interests of both economy of effort 
and reproducibility, it is valuable to provide automated scripts for analysis, we 
would also emphasize the need for this to be complemented by manual coding 
and checking. The key element here is that the decision-making process should be 
transparent.

Given these procedures for calculating the duration of linear transitions that 
reflect text production processes, we turn now to the mixture modelling of these 
durations. The first important finding here was that, for both within-word and 
between-word transitions, there was no evidence that a single distribution fitted 
these data. Furthermore, although there was some evidence that, for some partici-
pants, a single lognormal distribution fitted the data best for both the sub-sentence 
and between-sentence transitions, the majority of the participants’ data showed bet-
ter fits for multicomponent distributions. We take this as conclusive evidence that 
counting “cognitive” pauses above an arbitrarily given threshold fails to capture the 
range of processes occurring during text production, and that this applies even to 
those pauses appearing above threshold. This is an important demonstration of the 
value of analysing transition times between units rather than searching for threshold-
defined pauses. We recommend that, rather than imposing a threshold distinguishing 
between “cognitive” and “non-cognitive” pauses, researchers should instead impose 
a common set of distributions on the data, and estimate how the parameters of these 
distributions vary between individuals and as a function of independent variables.

Beyond establishing empirically-defined thresholds for cognitive pauses, mix-
ture-modelling has the potentially more illuminating function of enabling us to 
identify potential processes taking place below such thresholds, and of testing theo-
retical models of these processes. The first important finding here was the relatively 
strong evidence for a three-component structure in the linear between-word data. 
This finding replicates with a new sample the findings of Baaijen et al. (2012), who 
suggested that linear transitions between words have a three-component structure: a 
mixture of two normal distributions combined with a long tail consisting of a mis-
cellany of above-threshold pauses. Given this replication, it is important to carry 
out further research testing the hypothesis that these distributions reflect a combina-
tion of processes relating to automated lexical processes, higher level supra-lexical 
planning, and reflective thought. Second, we also replicated previous research by 
van Waes et  al. (2021) and Roeser et  al. (2021) indicating that a mixture of two 
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components—reflecting a distinction between fluent and disfluent typing—fits the 
within-words data better than a single lognormal distribution does. The distribu-
tions at other locations have a less clear structure. In the case of sub-sentence and 
sentence boundaries, there are probably too few data points for the distributions 
to be fitted reliably: longer episodes of text production are needed to explore these 
distributions.

An important methodological consideration arising here (and raised insightfully 
by one of the reviewers of the article) is the question of whether the data should be 
analysed in terms of the number of distributions that best fit an individual’s data or, 
instead, in terms of the varying parameters of a common distribution. For exam-
ple, should we characterise the distribution of between-word pauses as a varying 
property of writers—some writers show two distributions, perhaps reflecting two 
underlying processes, other writers show three distributions, perhaps reflecting three 
underlying processes—or, instead, in terms of a common three-distribution model, 
with individual writers employing different mixtures of these common processes. 
The reviewer advocated fitting a common set of distributions across all writers, on 
the grounds that the sequence of cognitive operations involved (for example, in sen-
tence production) are common across individuals. We agree with this argument, and 
would in general advocate fitting a single set of distributions after comparing the fit 
of different mixture models and identifying the mixture that best fits the majority 
of the data. However, we do not assume that there are necessarily a common set of 
processes—or, more precisely, that there will necessarily be a direct match between 
underlying cognitive processes and the number of distributions of pauses. For exam-
ple, we have observed in some unpublished data collected from second language 
writers that they typically show evidence for two rather than three distributions of 
between word pauses. We think, therefore, that variations in the number of distribu-
tions may reflect genuine differences in the distribution of processes (see also our 
cautionary words below about the nested nature of these data) and that this is a rel-
evant analytic feature. That said, for comparison across writers, we would advocate 
fitting a single set of distribution across all writers, with variations represented by 
the varying parameters of these distributions and the mixture proportions rather than 
the number of distributions.

In sum, the overall strategy that we would recommend is a combination of a 
bottom-up, data-driven, approach and a, top-down, theory-driven approach. It is 
bottom-up insofar as we fit a series of models and evaluate their relative goodness 
of fit using purely statistical criteria (BIC). But we have restricted our analyses to 
mixtures of three distributions or less because these have been suggested by previ-
ous research and have the potential to be theoretically interpretable. Models with a 
higher number of components can be fitted and do occasionally provide better fits 
for specific writers but these are relatively infrequent and lack any clear interpreta-
tion. Generally, we would recommend fitting mixtures up to one level beyond those 
assumed by current theory as a test of how well current theory fits the data. The 
analysis is also top-down insofar as we decide, a priori, which boundaries are to 
be analysed separately, and, on the basis of theory, which set of distributions ulti-
mately to fit to represent variations across writers. Thus, for between-word pauses, 
the original observation of a three-component distribution of pauses (Baaijen et al., 
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2012) has been replicated here, and we advocate that comparisons across writers 
be made using the parameters of these distributions. Given the hypothesis that the 
“middle” distribution represents supra-lexical processes, we propose that this could 
be tested by analysing the pauses at clause, or perhaps phrase, boundaries as a dis-
tinct boundary. We would expect that these pauses should typically be shorter than 
between sentence pauses but longer than the remaining between-word pauses and, 
further, that once these are removed from the sample of between-word pauses, 
the best-fitting between-word distribution should be a mixture of two rather than 
three-distributions.

These findings demonstrate the value of mixture modelling as a method of identi-
fying further structure within linear transitions between units of text. It is important 
to note, however, that, for demonstration purposes, we have treated the pause distri-
butions at the different text locations as if they were independent. In reality, pause 
durations at higher-level boundaries such as sentences are clearly likely to influence 
the duration of the pauses between words within those sentences. To carry out infer-
ential testing of the effects of advanced planning on these nested units of pause dis-
tributions in the future, we will use multilevel mixture modelling to analyse a larger 
data set (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2008; Muthén & Asparouhov, 2009).

In conclusion, we want to emphasize again the importance of combining these 
observational methods with experimental manipulations designed to assess the rela-
tionships between these process measures and outcome variables such as the devel-
opment of understanding and text quality (Baaijen & Galbraith, 2018). We note, 
also, the importance of combining the pause measures that we have discussed in 
this paper with other indicators of both text production processes and higher-level 
planning and revision processes (Baaijen & Galbraith, 2018; Baaijen, et  al, 2012; 
Galbraith & Baaijen, 2019).
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